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CANADIAN HISTORICAL DRAMA: 
PLAYWRIGHTS IN SEARCH OF A MYTH 

Neil Carson 

An interesting feature of the recent tlo\\·ering of original drama 
in this country is the prominence of \\'<lrks based on Canadian 
history. One thinks. for example, of Strikn Sch11eidn111a11 or 

Colour the Flesh the Colour of Dust at the St. Ll\\'rence Arts Centre; The Tm Lost 
Years or From the Boyne to the Batoche at Toronto Workshop Productions; 
1837, The Fanners' Rebellion at Theatre Passe 1\1 uraille; Walsh at the Stratford 
Festival; Captives of the Faceless Drummer in Vancou\'er; and the Donnell\' 
Trilogy at the Tarragon Theatre in Toronto. The list could be much 
longer. What distinguishes many of these Canadian history plays is not onh 
the gen~rally high standard, but also a mood of questioning and 
inconclusiveness. This mood suggests that Canadian pla\'\1Tights are 
searching, sometimes unconsciously. for significance and form in our past. 
In an effort to find such form, they sometimes impose traditional fictional 
patterns inherited from the Old World on Canadian e\'ents. At other times. 
without ne\\' patterns, they seem incapable of gi\'ing shape to e\'ents that do 
not conform to traditional stereotypes. Part of the fascination of Canadian 
historical drama, therefore, is the e\'idence it pro\'ides of a continuing 
search on the part of our plav\\'rights for a distincti\'eh Canadian m\'th. I 
would like to examine a small 'part of that e\'idence in foe plays written O\'er 
a period of almost a hundred years: Charles Mair's Ternmseh ( 1886). 
Robertson Davies' At A1y Heart's Cc;re (1950).john Coulter'sRiel ( 1962) and 
The Trial of Louis Riel ( 1967). and James Reanev's Sticks and Stones ( 197:~). 

Charles !\lair's sprawling closet drama. Terumseh,' in fi,·e acts and 
twenty-eight scenes, is the work of a poet "·ho had no experience of the 
theatre and little expectation that his play would e\'er be staged. The pla\ 
was undertaken quite deliberatelv to inculcate a sense of loyaltv to Britain 
and a feeling of national identity, as Mair explains at length in his Preface to 
the second edition: 

Nowhere has judgment been less \\'arpcd or a people's insight been 
more clear and penetrating regarding the great question of a U ni~ed 
Empire .... With all her faults, Canada has e\'er been trne to the high 
ideal. Even when the mother-country seemed ignoblv to falter and fall 
away, she sa\\' in it the indispensable safe-guard of our common 
interests and with enlarged confidence in her own future, looks 

'Charles Mair, Tecumseh, A Drama and Canadian Ponns (Tornnto, l~l26). 
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forn ard to its fulfilment still "·ith abiding faith. For then Canada shall 
cease to be a dependenn and become a nation. Then shall a whole 
famih of voung giants stand 

··erect, unbound. at Britain's side-" 
her imperial offspring mersea, the upholders in the far future of 
her glorious traditions. or. should exhaustion ever come, the props 
and sup port of her declining vears. ~ 

. .\s the title suggests: the plav is primarily alxrnt the great She\\·anee chief 
1d10 fled to Canada after the defeat of his people by the American army at 
the battle of Tippecanoe. It deals 1,·ith Tecumseh's participation with 
General Isaac Brock in the capture of Fort Detroit and \\'ith his death in the 
battle of \lora1·ian Tmu1. It seems that '.\fair 1ras attracted to the story for 
t110 reasons. To begin 11ith, the Indian epitomized those qualities of 
heroism and Im alt\ \1-hich the poet so highly regarded. But of equal 
importance 1,as Tecumseh's race. For during his long association with the 
I ndiam in the Canadian :\'orth \\'est, '.\fair had become com·inced that the 
image of the nati1·e presented in so much American fiction 1,·as "villainously 
\\Tong." ''I have been surrounded 1rith Indians for fifteen years," he wrote 
to his friend and achiser, Colonel G. Denison; "[I) have been present at the 
most momentous treaties, and have 1,·itnessed scenes of savagery and of the 
mmt touching pathos, vet I never yet heard the Indian speak but as a 
sensible, intelligent man. fullv alive to his interests and conscious of his 
rights, expressing himself ah1·ays in language of remarkable vigour and 
directness. ":i 

Part of \lair's original intention in 11-riting Tecumseh, then, was to 
correct the pre1ailing 1·ie11 of the Red '.Vian. But he soon found that 
Tecumseh 1\·as not entirely satisfactory as the protagonist of a national epic 
drama. Fe"· of \lair's prospecti1·e readers could be expected to identify 
mm pletel y their interests \l·ith those ofan Indian ally II' hose quarrel with the 
America m 11 as fu ndamentalh different from their own. Furthermore, the 
role of national champion i~ the \\'ar of 1812 properly belonged to the 
( :anadian militia and to the British troops and officers \\'ho \\'ere ultimately 
respomible for repulsing the American im-ctders. As the \\'ritingofthe play 
proceeded, the ref ore, it 11·as the figure of Brock ll'ho began to dominate an? 
to em boch the "Canadian :\' ational tone" at 11·hich Mair, at the urging of hrs 
friend Denison, seems to have been aiming.~ The final result is that 
Tecumseh and Brock become complementary heroes in the play. The latter 
is aristocratic, cultivated, courageous, and urbane - a typical Victorian 
gentleman-soldier. His 1«tlues are ultra-conservati1·e and completely 
u n imagi na ti 1·e: 

;Reprinted in Ternm1eh and Canadian Poe1n1, p. 80. 
l(;eorge T. Denison Papers, 837 ({}6) .Jan. 6, 1884, quoted by Norman Shrive, in 
Char/PS Mair Literary Nationalist (Toronto, 196:1), pp. 1:18-59. 
1!\fair Papers, Jan. 31, 1884, Queens University Library, quoted by Shrive, p. 168. 
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I stand by old tradition and the past. 
My father's God is wise enough for me 
And wise enough this gray ,,·orld's ,,·isest men:' 

Nevertheless, it is Brock who \'oices the most nationalistic sentiments in the 
play: 

I believe in Britain's Empire, and 
In Canada. its true and loyal son, 
\<\'ho yet shall rise to greatness. and shall stand 
At England's shoulder helping her to guard 
True liberty throughout a faithless \rnrld.'; 

The image of Canada as a bastion of "true" (that is. hierarchical and 
constitutional) liberty against the forces of egalitarianism and anarcl1\ 
threatening from the south is central to ~lair's Yision in the drama. 
Tecumseh seems at first to be the exact antithesis of Brock. He is unci,·ilized 
in the literal sense that he lacks the artificial accomplishments of citY life. 
But, as :Mair shows. the Indian is a natural aristocrat. understanding 
instinctively \\·hat Brock has had to learn. Tecumseh's insistence on 
boundarie~ (the product of a "natural" S\"Stem of order and degree) and his 
rigid separation of Indians and,,. bites can be seen as another form of "true" 
liberty - liberty which is o\'enrhelmed in an :'\.merica that does not respect 
differences between indi\'iduals. classes. and races. 

If Ternmseh \\'ere no more than propaganda for British or Indian 
hierarchical values and an attack on American republicanism. it \\ould be 
dull readin)r today. But Mair refuses to o\ ersimplifr the issues im oh ed. 
Accordingly, the Canadian hero. Brock, is balanced b\ the Canadian 
~oward, Procter, \\'bile the slanderous representation of American riff-raff 
m the characters of Slaugh. T\1·ang. and Gerkin is offset b\' the respectful 
portrayal of Generals Hull and Harrison. E\'en more significant is the 
criticism implied in the play of the tmJ extremes represented bY Brock and 
Tecumseh. After the surrender of Fort Detroit. Glegg remarks bitter!'. "I 
would old England's Yictories ! \\'ere all as bloodless. ample and complete."; 
Criticism of the Indian chief is less direct, possibh because ~lair felt that the 
p~ejudice pre\·ailing among his readers mrnld more than compensate for 
his rather idealized portrait. \\'hateYer the reason. Tecumseh is presented 
'.15 a _doomed figure\\' hose dream of a united Indian nation \\·est oft he Ohio 
is distinctly Ouixotic. 

. Tecum~eh- re\'eals an author singularly unclear about his artistic 
o?Jectives. Part jingoistic history play. part tragic epic. the \lork lacks the 
d1r~ct appeal of either. The confused cl ramatic focus is further distorted h1 
Man-'s com·iction that in a poetic history pla\' \\·hat he calls "the element of 
woi:ian" is indispensable." According!Y, the poet introduces a third hero. a 
fictitious Englishman bY the name of Lefrm ,,·hose !me for Tecumseh's 

5Tecumseh, P· 161. "TffUTllSfh, p. 1-l:\. ·Ten1111Sl'h, P· 174. 
'Denison Papers. 8'.n (129) Feb. l. 1884. quoted lw ShriYe. p. 171. 
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niece. Iena, constitutes an important, but completely unhistorical. 
subsidian narrative. The superficial purpose of the romantic sub-plot is to 
pnffide a contrast in tone to the heroics of the main story. But Lefroy comes 

' j 
., 

to sene a far more important function in the play by embodying the 
philosophical middle ground between Brock and Tecumseh. He is not, as 
Professor Shri\·e suggests, simply an expression of"republican fervour" in Cd 

opposition to Brock's "authoritarian conviction."~ It is true that Lefroy has. ,,·11 

more than a dash of the revolutionary in him, and that he attacks ,1, 

the crippled throne 
And out\rorn sceptres and imperial crowns 
... fantastic as an idiot's dream."' 

!:ii 

Hcrn·e\-er. Lefroy is equally critical of certain aspects of American in 

democracy. After the overthrow of traditional monarchies, he warns that tne 

One tyrant will remain ... 
Whose name is Gold - our earliest, latest foe! 
Him must the earth destrov, ere man can rise, 
Rightly self-made. to his high destiny, 
Purged of his grossest faults; humane and kind; 
Co-equal \\·ith his fellows, and as free.'' 

Lefrm feels that America has already betrayed the egalitarian ideals upon 
'' hich it \\·as founded. Repudiating Harrison's claim that the American West 
must be o pencd up as a haven for the poor of the world, he exclaims: 

What care your rich thieves for the poor? 
Those graspers hate the poor, from whom they spring, 
!\lore deeplv than they hate [the Indians].' 2 

Lefroy's sense of outrage at what has happened in America is intensified by 
his vision of\,·hat societv might be. In part, this vision is inspired by the then 
unspoiled life of the \Ye stern Plains Indians. Lefroy tells how, on a trip with 
Tecumseh, he encountered Indian life in its prehistoric state. What 
impressed him ,,·as the integration of human life with its naLUral 
surroundings and the social interdependence which such an existence 
promoted. With a poet's insight into the evils of industrialization and 
urbanization, Lefroy de pl ores the gnrn-th of"sordid tmn1s" preferring a life 
\\ hich is 

a part of Nature's self. 
(\'\'here he can] feel the friendship of the earth: 
Not the soft cloying tenderness of hand 
Which fain would satiate the hungry soul 

~shrive, p. 182. '"Tecum1eh, p. 161. "Tecum1eh, p. 161. ' 2Tecum1eh, p. 123. 
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·with household honey-combs and parlmu-ecl s\\·eets. 
But the strong friendship of primeYal things -
And lo\'e that lasts. "1 

I ha\'e quoted at length because it seems to me that in LefroY \lair has 
created not only a character who is central to Trcu111seh. but also a character 
who anticipates some of the themes that reappear again and again in 
subsequent Canadian historical drama. The significance of Lefrm in the 
play is that he is equaliY opposed to American materialistic clemocran. ro 
Brock's unquestioning conserYatism. and to Tecumseh's proto-apartheicl 
policies of racial segregation. His conception of social order is based on a 
belief in instinct rather than reason or doctrine. "The "·oriel." he states in 
refutation of Brock. "is "·iser than its "·isest men."·~ Social betterment. if it 
comes, will not be the result of the triumph of either citY or ,,·ilderness oYer 
the other, but of a reconciliation of the t\rn. He makes this clear ,,·hen he 
responds to the challenge of an American officer in the final battle: 

Officer. And "·hat a soulless one are You "·ho leaYe 
Your place in ci,·il. good societ\' 
To herd \\'ith sayages; from one extreme 
Falling a\\"<1Y unto the basest side -
The furthest from the humanized \rnrld. 

Lefroy. Nay I deny it! Further. I would saY 
My genius leans. like Nature. to all sides. 
Can lo\'e them all at once. and liYe "·ith all. ·' 

One reason that Tecumseh is interesting reading today "·hen much of the 
poetic drama of the nineteenth century is cold and lifeless is that \lair has 
the true dramatist's ability to sympath{ze deeph '"ith all of his characters. 
Brock, Tecumseh, e\·en Harrison. all seem right from their mrn point of 
view, and each "·ins temporary apprnYal from the reader. One feels. 
?o\\'ever, that it is Lefroy who has most complete)\' captured \lair's 
imagination. For in the educated Englishman's search for a \\·a, of life that 
will combine the best elements of British ciYilization and saYage wilderness 
\fair has perhaps embodied the nineteenth-century archetYpal Canadian 
1uest. 

Among the later dramatists \\·ho deal "·ith some of the issues touched 
on by Mair. one of the most thoughtful is Robertson DaYies. In Al ,u_,. Hm rt's 
Core (1950).' 6 the play\\Tight presents an imaginati\'e reconstruction or 
ev~nts that might ha\'e taken place during the rebellion of I H:'>7. The pla\ is 
"historical" only to the extent that the characters are named aher people 
who actually li\·ed near Peterborough in the earl\' nineteenth centun. 
Susanna Moodie, Catharine Parr Traill. and Frances Ste\\·art ,,·ere 

"
1Terumseh, p. 92. ,,Tffumsrh. p. 161. "'Tn11111s1•h, p. 19-!. 

16
Robertson Da\'ies. At M_\' Heart's Con' (Toronto. 19cl0). 
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distinguished Ontario pioneer women. The aspect of their lives with whid f''i 
Da\'ies has chosen to deal, however, is matter which is hidden from the ai·;e 
factual historian. The focus on inner action enables the dramatist to grapple cc1e: 
\rith themes which are not confined to a particular time or place. ~ 11 1 
:'\'.e\·ertheless, in treating these universal topics, Davies does reveal certain T,,1~ 
prejudices (or leanings) which do reflect their regional origins. The title of· ~11 
the play is taken from a poem supposedly written by a Scottish immigrant to 1cl1 

Canada 11·hich was originally published in the Cobourg newspaper: 

I canna ca' this forest home, 
It is nae home to me; 
Ilk tree is suthern to my heart 
And unco' to my e'e. 

I canna ca' this forest home. 
And in it he and dee; 
Nor feel regret at my heart's core, 
'.\ly nati\'e land for thee.'' 

Da\·ies has distilled from this expression of homesickness and alienation a 
more subtle and complex idea which he uses as the basis of his play. That 
idea is that regret "at the heart's core" is a kind of danger -what Davies calls 
the temptation of discontent. The story that the author has devised to 
explore this theme is set in a back,rnods cabin where the three women 
gather \1·hile their husbands are absent fighting MacKenzie's rebels at York. 
In their isolation, the women are called on bv a mysterious Irish aristocrat 
,,·ho has settled near them and 11·hom they ha ~e ign~Jred socially for almost a 
\'ear. In re\'enge for ,,·hat he considers to be their snobbery, he deliberately 
stirs up old memories in order to rob them of their peace of mind. 

Da \'ies is not interested in chronicling a social feud much less in writing 
a con\'entional comedy of manners. He is telling a moral tale. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that the Irish \'isitor, Edmund Cantwell, has many of 
the diabolical or supernatural characteristics which we associate with tales of 
this kind. Not\ nly is Cantwell repeated! y referred to as the Devil, but he is 
explicitly cast a a tempter whose machinations are as much a result of the 
11·omen's proud con\'iction that they are above temptation as a purely 
social \'endetta. As Cantwell explains, 

I ha\'e obser\'ed that there is one temptation which only the strongest 
spirits can resist. It is the temptation of discontent. ... These ladies 
will never, I think, know perfect content again .... And yet, a little 
humility this morning, a little charity toward Mrs. Cantwell a few 
months ago, might ha ,·e spared them this distress.' H 

"Heart's Core, pp. 62-63. '"Heart's Core, p. 84. 
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hli The theological connotations are clear and familiar. What is new is the 
·om: altogether extraordinary concept of sin implied. For it is apparent in the 
;ra~ context of the play that Mrs. Stewart's regret for having left the gay social 
pl~- life of Ireland, Mrs. Moodie's ambition to be a successful writer, and Mrs. 

ceru Traill's desire to excel as a naturalist are all regarded as evil. Mrs. Stewart, 
title with the aid of her husband who acts as a kind of spiritual guide and 
ran( comforter, comes to realize that Cantwell's temptation is spurious and that 
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from something which was past he created, only for a few moments, 
something which had never been. What he roused ... was not regret, 
but discontentment, disguised as regret.' B 

Strengthened by this insight, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart at the end of the play 
celebrate a reconciliation, a reaffirmation of their love and of their life 
together, which they recognize as "victory." 

It is not the Stewarts and their rather pat triumph, however, that are of 
greatest interest in this play. Rather it is the secondary characters, Mrs. 
Moodie and Mrs. Traill. For in his presentation of these two talented ladies 
Davies exposes his own divided heart. The arguments with which Cantwell 
"tempts" these two creative women are never properly answered. Susanna 
Moodie is rescued from her physical isolation when her husband is given a 
government appointment in Belleville, and Mrs. Traill seems to solve her 
own problems by resorting to an exaggerated form of British pluck. But the 
fundamental issues raised by Cantwell - whether a woman's career should 
be sacrificed for her husband and the attendant questions of whether the 
creative or scientific spirits can ever flourish in the inhospitable intellectual 
climate of Canada - are adroitly skirted by the author. The result is a 
curious sense of ambivalence in the play which, I suspect, is very close to the 
author's own attitude. For while his mind tells him that the pursuit of 
imaginative and scientific truth is the highest human ideal, his heart (or at 
least his heart's core) suggests that the discontent which drives the artist and 
the scientist, far from being divine, is in fact diabolical. Like Mair, Robertson 
Davies seems to be saying that personal contentment and love are ultimately 
superior to achievements of the imagination and the intellect. In this play, as 
in his later work, the writer wrestles with the problem of wholeness. For him, 
personal (and, by implication, national) "virtue" consists of balance. Both 
conservative and radical stances are "sinful" because they are extremes. 
Sometimes, too, he seems to regard love as its own justification, seeing it in 
spiritual or religious terms as a form of charity and humility. At other times, 
he tries to identify the lovable quality of Canadian life with individuals who 
somehow escape, or ignore, the dichotomies I have been discussing. In At 
My Heart's Core, for example, the Indian Sally and the Irish ruffian Phelim 
Brady, in different ways, represent modes of feeling and intuition which are 
distinct from the English and American stereotypes. But the true 
embodiment of wholeness in the play is Mrs. Stewart. And it is her 
combination of strength and sensitivity, intellect and a capacity for 

'
9Heart's Core, pp. 90-91. 
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self-sacrifice, that Davies seems to admire most. If the vision of natural 
superiority embodied in this backwoods lady seems a little too romantic, a 
little too Shavian for the mid-twentieth century, it should be emphasized 
that it is modified by more than a dash of Shavian irony. For when Stewart 
exclaims that "women are the greatest single force against rebellion in the 
country," 211 we can sense, I think, the ambivalence of an author still divided 
in his attitude to at least two of these fascinating subjects. 

Rebellion, of course, is the classical subject for historical drama and it is 
understandable, therefore, that the comparatively few genuine rebels 
discoverable in Canada's past have been somewhat over-exploited by our 
dramatists. This is particularly true in the case of the Metis leader and 
religious fanatic, Louis Riel, who is rapidly becoming something of a 
Canadian folk-hero. Riel has been the subject of three plays by John Coulter 
(Riel, The Crime of Louis Riel, and The Trial of Louis Riel), an opera by Harry 
Somers, and a documentary drama, From the Boyne to the Batoche at Toronto 
Workshop Productions. I shall deal only with Coulter's work since it 
illustrates in a particularly striking way, it seems to me, the tension between 
historical "fact" and the playwright's search for a myth to contain and 
explain such facts. 

The first part of Riel (published in 1962 but written in 1950) deals with 
the Red River Rebellion of 1869-70 during \\"hich Riel set up a provisional 
government in what was to become the province of Manitoba, and 
attempted to protect the rights of some 15.000 Metis and white settlers in 
the area against the incursions of the central government and its various 
representatives. Riel arrested and then executed an Ontario protestant by 
the name of Thomas Scott. Scott's "murder," as it was subsequently called, 
earned Riel the undying enmity of Orange Ontario (including that of 
Charles Mair who himself narrowly escaped death in the rebellion) and did 
much to obscure the real issues behind the insurrection. Coulter's Riel is not 
the bloodthirstv Indian of nineteenth-centurv accounts of the rebellion,21 

but a kind of ·peasant hero-martyr caught between, and destroyed by, 
fanatical extremists. On one side is O'Donoghue, a rabid Irish Catholic who 
wishes to bring in Fenian help from the United States to set up a 
completely independent country. On the other is Thomas Scott, an Orange 
Ulsterman so hysterically antagonistic to Catholics that he is incapable of 
rational behaviour in their presence. Coulter suggests that the positions of 
Riel and Sir John A. Macdonald are not irreconcilable. Hopes of an 
accommodation between the two are destroved, however, bv the Old World 
hatreds and prejudices to which the majo/ity on both sid~s still cling. 

Part One of Riel, then, might be described as Canadian history in Irish 
costume. The conflicts which seize Coulter's imagination are the 
Protestant-Catholic, English-Irish ones with which he himself is intimately 
familiar. Although these conflicts do play their part in the Riel story, it 
seems to me that the similarities between the Canadian and the Irish 
situations are not at all exact. One difference is that whereas Manitoba was a 
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new, relatively open society in the nineteenth century, Ireland was 
burdened with some four hundred vears of sectarian strife. Coulter's own 
Irish background leads him to see the West not as a last stronghold of a 
·'natural" social order (as Mair does in Tecumseh), not as an area of total 
anarchy (as it appears in some representations of the American "wild" west), 
but as an arena in which essentially Old World battles are restaged. An even 
stronger tendency to interpret Canadian history in terms of European 
mythology is evident in Part Two. The second half of the play takes place 
some fifteen years later during the North West Rebellion and concludes 
with Riel's trial and execution. It focuses on the Metis leader's developing 
religious fanaticism and culminates in the trial in ,,·hich Riel's sanity 
becomes the main question at issue. There is much in the historical 
documents to justify regarding Riel as a religious fanatic, possibly even a 
religious mystic. But I feel that much of the uniqueness of Riel's case is lost 
sight of in Coulter's treatment of it as a saint's legend. Such lreatment is only 
partially justified. Riel seems to have viewed himself as a prophet. He 
implies as much in his final speech at his trial which Coulter paraphrases as 
follows: 

One day perhaps I will be acknowledged as more than a leader of the 
half-breeds - as a leader of good in this great country. All my life I 
have worked for practical results. If I have succeeded, after mv death 
mv children will shake hands with the Protestants. I do not want those 
evils which exist in Europe to be repeated here. There will be at last a 
New World. 2 ~ 

But Coulter presents the story against a background of European (as 
opposed to Indian or French Canadian) Catholicism and introduces 
embarrassing parallels between the lives of Riel and Christ. By creating Riel 
as a kind of half-breed Saint Joan, Coulter obscures other aspects of his 
personality which are possibly more significant. 

Some suggestion of those other aspects is presented in Coulter's later 
play, The Trial of Louis Riel, 2 :1 produced in 1967 and published the following 
year. In this work, the dramatist concentrates on the final trial and 
incorporates ino his play many passages from the actual courtroom 
proceedings. 1.mong such passages is the Chief Prosecutor's description 
of Riel: 

As we watch and listen to the prisoner, what do we see? .... we see the 
civilized man in him struggling with the Indian. We see the cunning, 
the greed, the superstition, the cruelty of the one. And the ideas and 
large political conception of the other. 2 ~ 

22R· / 
ie (Toronto, 1962), p. 115. 

23
John Coulter, The Trial of Louis Riel (Ottawa, 1968). 

24Triat, p. 60. 
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Here the witness is hostile , a nd his prejudices are obvio us. Nevertheless, he 
puts his finger on precisely those qualities which I think make Riel of 
continuin g interest to the Ca nadia n imaginatio n. For Riel embodies in fact 
ma ny o f those contradictio ns which we have seen explored in the dramatic 
fictio n of Charles Mair and Robertson Davies. Rie l is a p roduct of those 
tensio ns betwee n traditio n and revolt, authori ta rianism and radicalism, 
mysticism and prac tica lity, which seem ce ntral to much Canadian drama. 
Furthermo re, he combines these characte ristics in a particularly compli
ca ted way. Superficia ll y he see ms to be the arche typal revolutionary -the 
leader o f an oppressed mino rity against unre prese ntative government , the 
champio n of regio nal auto nomy against indiffere nt ce ntralized authority, 
the ad voca te of perso nal inspiration against the claims of a traditional 
priesthood . But, like so many othe r Ca nadia n heroes, Riel is less radical than 
he at fir st a ppea rs . H e rejects re publicanism and the assistance of the Irish 
Fenian s, preferrin g to ad va nce his cla im s as far as possible by constitutional 
method s within the fra mework o f the British Empire . Thus he succeeds in 
antago nizing both the revolutio naries and the priests in his own faction, as 
well as the Protestants and the ce nt ra l government ranged against him. In 
the end , Rie l sta nds a lone. Like Le froy, he attempts to embrace both sides 
and is le ft empty-ha nded . 

Socia l and spiritual iso latio n is also a very important theme in James 
Reaney'sSticks and Stones: The Donnellys, Pa1t One ( 1974). 25 Reaney's talent as 
a poet has bee n evide nt for ma ny years, but his reputatio n as a dramatist has 
grown mo re slowl y. In early works, such as The Killdeer o r The Easter Egg, he 
revea led fl ashes o f ge nius, but these were largely overshadowed by his 
clumsiness with , o r indiffe re nce to , co nventional dramatic structure. 
U ndaunted by the lukewarm reception o f these plays, Reaney spent several 
years working o ut his ow n theories of drama with young actors in London, 
Ontario. 26 The res ult of this wo rk was a series o f scripts in which the poet 
ex perime nted wit h improvisa tio n , childre n's plays, and other techniques 
inspired by Oriental theatre and mode rn technology. This stage in the 
playwright's ca reer culminated in the hig hly successful Colours in the Dad 
produced at the Stra tfo rd Festi val in 1967 by John Hirsch. That play 
establi shed Reaney as a theatrical poet of striking originality, but one who 
remained apparently indiffe re nt to the o rdinary conventions of staf 
narrative . The Donnelly Trilogy, of which Sticks and Stones is the first part,16 
Rea ney's first maj or dramatic work since Colours in the Dark, and it showo 
significa nt ad va nce in technical finish. The play combines elements of 
fo lk-lore, ritual, fan tasy, and historical fact into a celebration of courageadl 
the unyie lding human spirit. In form it might be described asa kindofla 
day miracle play . It is religio us in tha t it presents human actions in a I 
spiritual framework . But paradoxically it celebrates, not the deeds ofa 
but those o f a fa mily traditio nall y regarded as wicked. 
25James Reaney, Sticks and Stones: The Donnellys Part One, in Canadian Theatre 
No. 2 (Spring 1974) , pp. 40-114 . 
26T hese years are described by the author in "Ten Years at Play" reprin 
Drama tists in Canada, ed . W.H . New (Vancouver, 1972), pp. 70-78. 
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~ At first sight, the actual events of the Donnelly storv seem to offer 
ie unpromising dramatic material. The play recounts the fate of an immigrant 
r family "who came out from Ireland in 1844 to Biddulph Township 18 miles 
Iii from London, Ontario, and were nearlv annihilated bv a secret societv 
tt formed among their neighbours 36 ve~rs later." 27 The period of th~ 
Q Donnellys' settlement in Biddulph was marked by sectarian violence, riots. 

arson, murder, intimidation, and endless litigation. Most of this ceased in 
1880, and it has been generally assumed that the extermination of "the 
Black Donnellys" was the reason. Reaney inverts this popular legend, 

a 
n 

0 

~ 

transformmg the Donnellys into the innocent victims of circumstance and 
conspiracy. According to Reanev's version of the story, the Donnellys are 
moderates (like Riel) "·ho are caught in the middle of Old Country feuds 
and who, because they refuse to join either side, are isolated and finally 
destroyed. Mr. and l\frs. Donnelly and their crippled son. \Viii, constitute a 
centre of opposition to the ambition, greed, and opportunism of their 
strongest neighbours and represent, Reaney seems to suggest, the only 
element of courage and sensitivity that has not been driven from the 
township. 

In turning the traditional story on its head, the poet stoops at times to 
embarrassing sentimentality. Not cmly is Will a cripple, but he is also 
something of a musician and poet as \veil. (He is given a violin for his t\\·el fth 
birthday and lives often in his vivid imagination where turnip knives are 
swords inscribed with magic letters). Consequently, when Will steals, it is 
only because he wants a horse upon which he will not feel lame, or because 
he needs to buy special shoes so that the city boys will not jeer at him in the 
schoolyard. The historical accuracy of these details is of less importance 
than the prominence they have been given by the playwright. For of all the 
dramatists I have discussed here, Reaney is the most explicitly conscious of 
the essential mythmaking function of the historical dramatist. To 
emphasize the fragility of historical "truth," Reaney introduces into his play 
a travelling medicine show version of the story in which is presented a 
"viciously biased melodrama" showing the D;mnellys as lurid, Grand 
Guignol stereotypes of popular folklore. In this way, the poet can bring 
toge~~er two images of the same character. During a performance of the 
med1C111e show, "Mr. Donnellv ... turns on the showman to correct one of 
his errors and we ... get a cha,nce to compare the 'False Donnelly' with the 
'Real Donnelly.' " 2

" The device is arresting. It is one of the many ways in 
which Reaney creates a sense of timelessness which is one of the most 
striking characteristics of the play. But it is no less spurious for that. For by 
presenting the traditional view of the Donnellys in caricature, the dramatist 
descredits earlier versions of the story and implies that what he presents is 
the truth. In the theatre, however, the nature of "truth" is shadowy. It is less 
relevant to ask which of the two interpretations of the violent conflict 
between the Donnellys and their neighbours is accurate than to speculate 
about why Reaney thinks his own version of the story is more "real" than the 
one he denigrates. 

2'Stick.1 and Stones, p. 42. ixstick.1 and Stones. p. 72. 
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In Sticks and Stones , the Donnellys symbolize those few individuals who !JU I< 

dare to stand alone and repudiate the values of the society around them in cleg 
favo ur o f a higher , more imaginati ve ideal. As J ennie explains at the end of rarr 
the play, the Donnell ys were persecuted Hf 

nag 
Because [they] were tall ; [they] were different and [they] weren't 11111 

afraid .29 .nn' 
m 

The Donnellys' sense of integrity is a re buke to their neighbours who lack 'he 
the courage to sta nd alo ne against intimidatio n and widespread corruption. w1 
The final visio n is roma ntic in that it sees the Don nell ys' o pposition to their 110 

neighbours as springing from a la rger destiny. In response to the final 1an 
question "Why was I a Donnelly?" J ennie re plies: t li 

011 

Beca use from t he courts of Heaven when you're there yo u will see that >H 

howeve r the lad ders a nd sticks a nd stones caught you and bruised you 
and smashed yo u, . .. from the eye of God in which you will someday ~f ' 
walk yo u wi ll see ... that o nce , long before you were born, you chose ha 
to be a Don ne ll y and la ughed at what it would mean, the proud ~H 
woma n put to milkin g cows, the genius trotting around with a ti!< 
stallion .. .. You laug hed and lay down with yo ur fate like a bride, nu 
even the miserable fire of it. So that I am proud to be a Donnelly vh1 

against the contempt of the world. :J o or 
:o 

It is unfair , perhaps, to q uote this passage o ut of context. Its rather lfl 

cloudy rhetoric gives a distorted impressio n oft he pla y which is much more xi 
spare and original, o n the whole, than this single speech might suggest. 11n 

What is particularly interesting about Sticks and Stones is the way in which 
Reaney has given to historical events a se nse of timeless significance. What 
he prese nts to the audie nce is less a sto ry than a ritualistic ceremony. The 
fate of the Donnellys is ne ver in question. If that fate fails to evoke in us the 
same sense o f cat harsis we experience in other "history plays," it is only 
because we cannot quite believe in the high destiny Reaney attributes to his 
characters. 

It is obvio usly impossible from the few plays studied here to draw any 
very valid conclu sio ns abo ut Canadian historical drama as a whole. 
Nevertheless I am struck by certa in features these plays have in common 
and by characteristics which do not , on the face of it , seem to be appropriate 
to the ge nre. Accordingl y, I would like to conclude with a few 
generalizatio ns which might serve as a kind of prolegomenon to the iir 
more detailed study of Canad ian historical drama which I hope will SOile 
day be written. Perha ps the most striking peculiarity of these works is• 
kind o f hero they celebrate . These plays do not record the triumphttif 
national champions such as Aeneas o r Henry V. They focus on 
de feated, the imprac tical visionary, the defenders of lost causes, 
fa ilures. In most of these plays, the strong, the self-confident, 

i"Sticks and Stones, p. 11 3. ""Sticks and Stones, p. 113. 
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courageous but uncomplicated characters are regarded with suspicion, or 
relegated to positions of secondary importance. The qualities these 
dramatists admire are not the assertive and belligerent ones usually extolled 
in epics of 1rar and politics. They are the more passive virtues of instinct, 
imagination, a_ncl self-sacri'.ice. To _a certain extent, thi~ emphasi_s m_ay be 
owing to the climate of the times whICh makes the unqualified aclmirat1on of 
brute courage difficult if not impossible. Nevertheless there is an elegaic, 
even devotional, mood to these plays which does seem to me to be curious. 
The most striking examples of the tone to which I refer are Riel and Sticks 
and Stones in which the central figures are presented as latter clay martyr 
saints. But even Tecumseh and At My Heart's Core reveal a predilection on the 
part of the authors for scenes of patient martyrdom rather than heroic 
defiance. Mrs. Stewart's relinquishing of irrational desire is charmingly 
stoical, and the romantic Lefroy is condemned at the encl of the play to a 
loveless search for a wilderness Utopia. 

The shift of emphasis from public to private issues in these plays 
inevitably affects the way in which conflict is presented. It is an interesting 
characteristic of these works that in them strife is frequently resolved, not by 
direct confrontation, but by strategic retreat. Lefroy and Tecumseh both 
disappear at the encl of the drama in which they figure. Mrs. Stewart 
triumphs by refusing to be drawn into conflict. E\'en the Donnellys and Riel, 
whose battles with their enemies are most direct, are shown to be fighting 
for ideas which their opponents cannot fully understand. The need of 
Coulter and Reaney to turn their protagonists into figures who are crushed 
between opposing extremes rather than into champions of one side or the 
other is evidence of the way in which these cl ramatists tend to avoid the 
simple polarization of issues characteristic of historical drama at its simplest. 
Closely related to this temperamental desire to avoid direct conflict is an 
interesting syndrome which might be described as "xenophilia." Whereas 
much historical drama is based on a hearty dislike of foreigners, these 
dramatists are strongly drawn to the exotic stranger. Tecumseh and lena 
are the best illustrations of this attraction in the plays discussed, but it is 
ev!dent in all of them. Phelim Brady in At My Heart's Core, Riel himself, and 
Will Donnelly could all be classed as foreign to the central Anglo-Saxon 
Canadian tradition. Each of these characters embodies an alternative to that 
English tradition and represents qualities which are presented as superior. 

If there is a single characteristic which could be said to unite the visions 
pre~ented in these five plays, it is possibly the desire for inclusiveness. 
lJnhke conventional historical dramatists who celebrate the establishment 
or. defence of national boundaries, these Canadian playwrights are 
assimilationists. They regard with distrust the physical and spiritual 
n?s.~cles that separate people, and seem to long for a Utopia in which such 
d1v1s1ons would disappear. To the extent that it is possible to discern a 
"Canadian myth" in these plays, therefore, that myth might be described in 
part as a search for a workable synthesis of authority and liberty, intellect 
and intuition, self-assertion and sacrifice. 

University of Guelph 


